3D Surgery™

Dolphin 3D
Imaging 11.7 beta

Easy steps to create 3D surgical work-up
Step 4: Osteotomy

Step 1: Setup

Perform the custom osteomy specific to the patient/case:

Map out the general area of the main structures: Proximal
segments, maxilla and mandible

Dolphin 3D Surgery™
LeFort I Osteotomy

Segmental LeFort I Osteotomy

Path for Sagittal Split Osteotomy

Sagittal Split Osteotomy

BSSO and genioplasty (bottom view)

BSSO, genioplasty (lateral view)

Midline Osteotomy

Dolphin’s 3D Surgery has expanded to include even
more features! This revolutionary treatment planning
and presentation software module now includes a
fully customizable splint design tool, along with many
other exciting and useful features to help streamline
your orthognathic planning and treatment process. 3D
Surgery can now take you through each step of your
treatment planning process, from initial evaluation and
planning to generating intermediate and final interdental
wafer splints. Also, demonstrate the patient’s skeletal
and facial soft tissue changes in real time animation.

Step 2: Crop

Precisely segment the for maxilla and mandible:
Genioplasty

Pre-op with soft-tissue view

All you need to take advantage of this versatile software
is a cone beam or medical CT dataset of the patient.
You then have the option of augmenting the data with
a 2D or 3D facial photo and/or laser-scanned stone
models or optical scanned dentition.
For more information,
visit www.dolphinimaging.com/3dsurgery

Inverted L Osteotomies

Maxillary expansion (two-piece)

Step 3: Clean-up and merge

LeFort I, BSSO, Genioplasty

Vertical Ramus Osteotomy

LeFort I Osteotomy

Maxillary expansion (two-piece, 45 degree view)

Maxillary expansion (three-piece), BSSO

Subapical Osteotomy

Step 5: Landmark

Sculpt away any excess tissue from around the maxilla and mandible,
and replace low-resolution CBCT teeth with auto-merged highresolution, digital study model teeth.

Digitize critical landmarks, including any 3D cephalometric analysis landmarks:

Registration of the Two Datasets

System requirements:
• Windows XP (SP2 or above), Windows Vista,
or Windows 7. 32-bit and 64-bit versions.
Professional/Business editions or above.
• 1.8GHz or faster, 3GB RAM
• NVIDIA or ATI video card with at least 512MB
Video RAM
• 250GB available hard disk
• Dolphin 3D
• Contact your Dolphin representative for more details

The Composite Model

Post-op with soft-tissue view

Dolphin Imaging software is designed for use by specialized dental practices for capturing, storing and
presenting patient images and assisting in treatment planning and case diagnosis. Results produced
by the software’s diagnostic and treatment planning tools are dependent on the interpretation of
Original CBCT Mandible Data

trained and licensed practitioners.

High Resolution Scan of the Study Model

Dolphin Imaging software is an FDA-cleared Class II medical device.

The Final Digital Model Showing
Teeth, Roots & Nerve Structures
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3D Surgery™

Simple to Learn, Easy to Use
Begin with a quality 3D cone beam or spiral CT image. Then, simply follow the step-by-step Segmentation Wizard to create the proper virtual surgery patient. If you
utilize 3D facial camera, Dolphin can process it; if not, Dolphin 3D Surgery can take full advantage of your clinical (2D) photographs.

Real-time midline discrepency analysis

Instantly transfer model surgery movement
values to physical model surgery/articulator.

Treat: Comprehensive Surgical Planning

Present: Animated Treatment Presentation

The Present tool uses the simulated treatment from Treat in an animated sequence of
pre-/post-operation configurations in all three dimensions. This allows you to carefully
study detailed treatment nuances; demonstrate your plan to the patient; or conduct
case presentation to your surgical team.

The heart of Dolphin’s 3D Surgery module is a very powerful and comprehensive surgical planning tool called Treat. You can plan from
lateral, front or submento-vertex (SMV) views. You have access to many useful clinical and numeric planning tools designed specifically
by and for surgeons, technicians and researchers. Use these tools to produce quick workups; interactive discussion with other
specialists; or a detailed plan with splints for the operating room.
Perform treatment simulation by moving skeletal structures and soft tissue contouring for profile; frontal nasal regions; and lip regions.
Real-time simulation occurs during each movement.

Soft tissue contouring/
fine-tuning

Pre-Op

Simulation Post-Op

Real-time occlusion
dental collision map

Pre-Op

Simulation Post-Op

Soft tissue view - Rhinoplasty and other facial aesthetic operations

Summary model
surgery reading

Simulation Pre/Post Soft Tissue

Splint: Customizable Surgical Guide Fabrication
Detailed history log
of treatment steps

Soft tissue response editor

Splint tool allows you to select the width and thickness of the splint based on your treatment
plans. Create an intermediate splint to position the maxilla or mandible based on the preferred
order of your operation. All splint data files are generated for physical printing at selected
laboratories.*

Real time live update of 3D
facial soft tissue changes
based on skeletal movement

Frontal view

Intermediate splint preview
Treatment Simulation Results - Rhinoplasty

Treatment Simulation
Interdental wafer designer

Final surgical splint

Partnered with

Treatment Simulation Results - Genioplasty: lateral and front view

Treatment Simulation Results

Treatment Simulation Results - with soft tissue

Graphical structured movement
with mouse. Lateral, frontal and
SMV views available.
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Incremental
structured movement
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*Medical Modeling Inc., is Dolphin’s exclusive partner within US/Canada. For more information visit www.dolphinimaging.com/3dsurgery

